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Objectives of the workshop on Union Budget
 To know the history of the budget.

 To understand the importance of the budget.

 To discriminates the budget components.

 To know the allocations of sources.

 To understand the priorities of the Govt .
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 To appriciate or critic the union budge

 To know the process of budget preparation

The programme was began with welcome address by
A.veerakumari Lecturer in Economics.Opening remarks on this
programme was given by Chief patron Dr .D .Uma Rani .Vice
principal &IQAC coordinator Dr. K.V.Santha Kumari said that
It was very useful for students to understand the Budget.Keynote
adress on this programme was given by C.Srinivasa Rao. Rtd
Lecturer in Economics. Making and process of budget,how plans
included in NITI Ayog explained by him.Inscriptions,Itihasas,
Ardhasatra were sources to understand the history of Budget in
india. Kinds of budget,budget components,soures of govt were
told by A.veerakumari Lecturer in Economics .The importance of
budget in economic development,socialwelfare schemes, themes of
union budget were explained by A .Madhavi Lecturer in
Economics, Pamarru.the impact of union budget 2022 on various
sectors like agri,indusry, health ,education….explained by G.
Suresh Babu Lecturer in Economics , Movva. Closing remarks
on this overall programme was given by J. Chalam Prasad
Lecturer in Economics , Tadepalli Gudem.

Shiva M.A, Final & G.Lavanya B.A, II year were given
feedback that they understand the aspects of union budget,
allocation of sources, priorities of govt, history of the Indian
union budget

Vote of thanks was given by G .Gopala Krishna Lecturer in
Economics Avanigadda. The event concluded with a tribute to the
resource persons.



Opening remarks by the principal Dr. D.Uma Rani



Talks on budget by the resouce persons

Felicitate the resource persons



Feed back by the II BA student G.Lavanya
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